CORRIDOR-WIDE DRAFT RECOMMENDATIONS
Traffic Solutions
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W/O UNION BLVD

W/O WOOTEN

W/O ACADEMY

Location Along Platte Avenue

77%

Analyze Level of Service for movements at 28 intersections

Increase by 12-20% to account for COVID traffic adjustment and growth to 2022

Quantify current and future operations

Boulder Street east of Wahsatch

Additional lane capacity is needed along Platte Avenue east of Chelton Road

Nearly all intersections currently operate at
acceptable levels

To provide sufficient traffic capacity and maximize operational efficiency into the future, the Draft Recommended Alternative delivers a solution tailored to the context:

Recommended Strategies

Future growth would cause some
intersections to degrade

2045
Platte/Murray
Platte/Circle
Platte/Wooten
Platte/Union
Platte/Cascade
Platte/Chelton
Platte/Tejon

Bijou and Kiowa Downtown

Platte Avenue through the Middle Shooks Run and Knob Hill neighborhoods does not require additional travel lanes

1 Actions would include additional turn lanes and Platte widening
2 Additional turn lanes and widening, with one-way couplet within middle corridor

Conduct Peak hour Traffic counts (2020)

Increase by 20-40% to Year 2045

79%

Platte west of Wahsatch

Widening:
Physical addition of lanes

Bottleneck capacity improvements show
ability to restore those intersections to
acceptable levels

Efficiency Actions:
Improving the operation of
infrastructure in place

Alternatives perform at similar levels

Summarize corridor-wide operations for
existing and potential future scenarios

Identify top traffic bottlenecks along the corridor

Study Recommendation

Additional travel lanes are recommended where growth
exceeds provided lane capacity

Widen Platte Avenue to 6 travel lanes east from
Chelton Road to Powers Boulevard

Provides critical capacity to busy eastern reaches of corridor

Lane Reallocation is recommended where current
vehicle capacity is underutilized and the right-of-way can
be adjusted to serve broader community and
transportation objectives

Reallocate one lane in each direction along Platte
Avenue west of Wahsatch to public spaces, reallocate
one lane along both Bijou and Kiowa Streets.

Addresses traffic capacity need while allowing for additional flexible
community space and multimodal accommodations within the Right-of-way

A One-Way Couplet is recommended when/where
parallel adjacent roadways provide available capacity to
reduce overall lane requirements and improve per-lane
efficiency of moving traffic

Implement Platte Avenue (2 lanes eastbound)/Boulder
Street (2 lanes westbound) as One-Way Couplet
between Platte/Boulder and Wahsatch.

• Provides fewer traffic lanes for pedestrians and bicyclists to cross

Alternative Intersection types are advanced where a
reconfiguration of a major intersection can meet multiple
functional objectives while maintaining traffic Level of
Service

Replace the Platte Avenue/Academy Boulevard
interchange ramps with a Quadrant Road Intersection
(QRI), keeping the Academy bridge in place

• Opens opportunities for development adjacent to Platte Avenue

Draft Recommendations
Lane Repurposing

Bicycle Accommodations

One-Way Couplet

Intersection Mode Improvement

New Signal (Ped or Traffic)

Existing Signal

Intersection Capacity Improvements

Reconfigured Signal

Bike/Ped Crossing & Connections

• Provides traffic speed management through signal coordination
• Makes intersection more navigable for bicyclists and pedestrians
• Sets stage for integrating new transit transfer station at joining of two
major routes

Widen Platte Avenue to
6 travel lanes

• Improve grid network to replace frontage roads

Platte Ave

Platte Ave
Make trail
connections
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Absorb interchange into grid network to
enhance multimodal compatibility and
redevelopment opportunites

Further Description
DOWNTOWN:

MID-CORRIDOR:

The draft recommended alternative for Downtown emphasizes maintaining functionality of the downtown grid and implementing
recommendations of the existing Experience Downtown master plan. On Platte Avenue, this includes reconfiguring the street as a
flexible space with one travel lane in each direction. This change provides:

Between Wahsatch Blvd and the intersection of Platte Ave and Boulder St
(near Circle Dr), the draft recommended alternative includes operating Platte
and Boulder as a “one-way couplet” to increase efficiency of the
availableROW and better harmonize traffic character with adjacent land
uses.

• The pedestrian priority street identified in the downtown master plan
• Enhanced safety for visitors and Palmer High Students
• A flexible street section that could enhance events at Acacia Park consistent with the Historic Parks Master Plan
• Sufficient traffic carrying capacity for forecast traffic
Traffic analysis, including growth projections through 2045, of this lane reduction indicates no need to assume these movements will
move to other streets through downtown. Such adjustments are usually necessary when delay reaches certain thresholds. These
thresholds are not met on a two-lane Platte Ave between Wahsatch and Cascade.
Similarly, the draft recommended lane reduction on the Bijou/Kiowa couplet downtown provides benefits supporting the Experience
Downtown master plan including reducing speeds to enhance safety and providing additional pedestrian space that increases access
to businesses. Traffic analysis of this lane reduction also indicates no delay threshold changes to current travel patterns.
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The one-way couplet provides a comparable level of service for traffic in less
physical space (fewer total vehicle travel lanes) allowing the public ROW to
better serve all the functional objectives. These improvements include:
• Increased ability to manage traffic speeds in urban neighborhoods and
provide more signalized crossings for bikes and pedestrians
• Enhanced north/south movements at key intersections including Union
Blvd by simplifying signalized movements (no left turn phase required)
• Reduced street crossing widths to enhance safety for bikes and
pedestrians
• Provision of space for dedicated transit lanes that make transit travel
times more competitive and can attract more riders

• More opportunities for on-street parking that residents said was critical
• Provision of space to enhance walking and biking in a corridor that serves
users that need these mobility options
Keeping the status quo (two-way configuration) on this section of the
corridor can meet the traffic functional objective but limits or impedes
service to other functional objectives. It would also limit flexibility in the
future as existing lanes become more congested. The one-way couplet
provides flexibility to adapt to future conditions by freeing up space (transit
lanes) that could be used in the future if traffic grows beyond projections.
The draft recommended alternative better supports economic and equity
goals in the corridor with transportation investments designed to attract
private investment. Dedicated transit lanes and the recommended
improvements to the Citadel transfer center all help establish a fixed
guideway system that has been shown to attract private investment and
redevelopment or transit-oriented development (TOD) at locations around
the country. The Citadel mall and Knob Hill commercial areas represent one
of the most significant opportunities in the City for the infill development
prioritized by PlanCOS.

EASTERN REACHES:
Additional capacity within the eastern portion of the corridor is provided by:
• Additional travel lanes (widening) from Circle Dr to Powers Blvd
• Improvements at key intersections including Union Blvd, Circle Dr, Murray
Blvd, and Wooten Rd that limit current operations
The draft recommended alternative also includes a reconfiguration of the Platte
Avenue/Academy Boulevard diamond interchange into a more compact and
accessible grade separated quadrant road intersection (QRI). This reconfigured
intersection would maintain acceptable traffic operations while opening up the
opportunity to locate an upgraded transit transfer station proximate to the
intersection. The QRI would also complement the recommended shared use
path along Platte Avenue from Sand Creek to Circle Drive would provide
pedestrian and bicycle mobility and safety where there is currently very little
east – west active transportation provision.

Add new full movement
intersections at approximately
1/4 mile signal spacing

Extend shared use path directly
through interchange

Make sweeping right turn more perpendicular
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End one-way couplet at
Wahsatch Ave
Bonfoy Ave

St Vrain St

Provide relocated/upgraded transit
transfer station

Provide east-west
shared use path

• Opens space within Platte Avenue Right-of-way for bicycle infrastructure

Murray Blvd

Enhanced Transit Service/Stops

Nevada Ave
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The following roadways could operate acceptably with fewer travel lanes:

97%

Valley St
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APPROX. 2-LANE CAPACITY

CURRENT
Platte/Circle
Platte/Murray
Platte/Tejon
Platte/Cascade
Platte/Union
Platte/Chelton
Platte/Wooten

75%

97%

Ponia St

4000

W/O NEVADA

79%

Top Platte Avenue Intersection Bottlenecks

APPROX. 4-LANE CAPACITY
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% acceptable
movement LOS
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Conrad St
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PROJECTED 2045

% acceptable
intersection LOS

Findings

Babcock Rd

COVID ADJUSTED 2022
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Total Link Traffic Volume

2020 COUNT

8000

2045
Do
Address Recommended
Traffic Operations
Performance Current Nothing Bottlenecks¹ Alternative²

Average Total
LOS Delay (sec/veh)
A <=10
B > 10 and <=20
C >20 and <=35
>35 and <= 55
ACCEPTABLE D
UNACCEPTABLE E
>55 and <=80
F >80

AM+PM Peak Hour Traffic Volumes

10000

ANALYSIS SCENARIO

Wooten Rd

Traffic Needs

Level of Service Definitions

IDEAS CONSIDERED AND DISMISSED:

Idea Reason for Dismissing

Convert Bijou and Kiowa to two-way Traffic operations analyses indicate this is not feasible without significant traffic operations impacts.
roadways Downtown
Provide direct connection from Traffic analyses indicate travel demand between I-25 and Platte Avenue east of Downtown does not justify such a
Platte Avenue to I-25 via new significant investment. There are also significant constraints to creating another crossing of the Creek, railroad, and
interchange historic parks.
Relocate the General Palmer Statue
This statue is an iconic part of community. Public Comment was split between moving it and protecting it where it
away from the Platte Avenue/
stands. Modifications are being recommended to improve safety and navigation through the intersection
Nevada Avenue intersection
Introduce raised center medians
Allocating space to the center of the roadway was considered to have less benefit than allocating it to the pedestrian
within Platte Avenue through
space. Raised, landscaped space more valuable along roadside rather than within roadway.
Downtown
Reduce travel lanes on Input from residents indicated a strong preference for preserving/enhancing on-street parking on both Platte and Boulder.
Boulder Avenue to create space for A distribution of functions (vehicle lanes, transit, bike, and pedestrians) between Platte and Boulder allows for enhanced
transit and bicycle traffic on-street parking.

